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ACU Press inspires fresh and deeper conversations about faith and life, one book at a time.

For more than thirty-five years, ACU Press has published titles in biblical studies, theology, 
and history. We are widely known for our books about Christian higher education and its 
future. Regionally, we publish books that celebrate West Texas history and culture.

Our trade imprint, Leafwood Publishers, introduces general Christian readers to innovative 
and diverse authors that help them better consider the practical dimensions of their faith.

The Press is one of only seven university presses affiliated with a faith-based institution; we 
are proud members of the Association of University Presses and the Evangelical Christian 
Publishing Association.
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January 2022 • 208 pp • 5.25 x 8
PB 978-1-68426-411-7 • $14.99
eBook 978-1-68426-901-3 • $9.99

David Fraze is the James A. Buddy 
Davidson Endowed Chair of Youth 
& Family Ministry at Lubbock 
Christian University. He has served 
over twenty years as full-time
youth minister.

Walter Surdacki has served as 
Professor of Youth and Family 
Ministry at Lipscomb University 
since 2008. He spent over sixteen 
years working with adolescents as a 
full-time youth minister.

“Teenagers are formed best when parents and youth 
leaders are partners, and this guide offers the practical 
roadmap churches need to make that possible.”
—Kara Powell, Executive Director of the Fuller 
Youth Institute, Chief of Leadership Formation at 
Fuller Seminary, and coauthor of 3 Big Questions That 
Change Every Teenager

A youth group is not only about your teenager. Youth 
ministry, done well, includes and impacts the entire 
family. Practical Wisdom for Youth Group Parents is not 
a book about how to make your teens sit down and 
have a family devotional. Instead, this book will help 
you and your teen thrive and flourish during these 
important years.

David and Walter give numerous practical suggestions 
on how you can work alongside and support those 
leading your youth ministry. While you won’t be 
required to teach a class or lead a devotional, your 
partnership role with your youth ministry leadership 
will be clearly articulated throughout.

PRACTICAL WISDOM FOR YOUTH 
GROUP PARENTS
Partnering With Your Youth Minister
David Fraze and Walter Surdacki

“For years I’ve been hoping John Mark would write 
such a book, because he is an excellent thinker and 
teacher, who has been refining this material with 
great care and attention. Even more, [his] love for 
Jesus and the church is apparent on every page as he 
invites readers to become full participants in the great 
theodrama revealed in Scripture.”
—Josh Strahan, Associate Professor of Bible,
Lipscomb University
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February 2022 • 208 pp • 5.5 x 8.25
PB 978-1-68426-391-2 • $15.99
eBook 978-1-68426-935-8 • $9.99

Amy Bloye has a degree in 
elementary and middle education 
from Liberty University. She 
and her husband, Brian, started 
WestRidge Church in Dallas, 
Georgia, in 1997. Amy values 
encouraging, equipping, and 
connecting other pastors’ wives and 
church planting couples through 
their nonprofit organization,
Engage Churches. 

“If you are a mom of boys, you will likely find yourself 
in the pages of this book. You will laugh and you will 
cry as Amy shares everyday stories that every boy 
mom can relate to. This is a timely and relevant re-
source for anyone raising boys or hoping to one day.”
—Noel Yeatts, President, World Help

From energy and injury to surviving middle school, 
moms are asking questions. They want to know 
about training, finding role models, overcoming fear, 
dealing with ADD, and learning how to talk to their 
teenagers and get them to have a conversation. Moms 
want to know if they have permission to take care 
of themselves, how to not act shocked, and how to 
experience God’s grace and joy in being a boy mom. 
Twenty-six years of encouragement and wisdom are 
packed into this short read. Each three- to five-page 
chapter begins with a story and concludes with a 
challenging truth and a Scripture reference.

BETWEEN BALL GAMES
Stories and Wisdom on Raising Up and 
Cheering On Strong Young Men
Amy Bloye

“Authentic and relatable! Each short chapter will 
grab your heart, empower and encourage you in your 
journey as you raise a boy.”
—Lori Wilhite, Founder, Leading and Loving It; 
author of My Name is Victorious

“As a father of two boys and leader of men’s ministry, 
I can tell you that if you have a son then you absolutely 
need this book in your life. It is honest, gritty, and 
hilarious. I wish I had read it twenty years ago!”
—David Mills, Captain, U.S. Air Force; author of 
The Distance: An Average Joe’s Path to Balancing
Family, Work, and Triathlon
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February 2022 • 224 pp • 6 x 9
PB 978-1-68426-341-7 • $15.99
eBook 978-1-68426-894-8 • $9.99

John Marriot is coordinator for 
the Biola University Center for 
Christian Thought and teaches in the 
Philosophy and Intercultural Studies 
departments at Biola.

Shawn Wicks graduated from 
Talbot School of Theology in 2005 
(MDiv). He currently serves as a 
pastor and elder at Westminster 
Bible Chapel and as the vice 
president of Verdugo Pines
Bible Camp.

“Marriott and Wicks are wise guides for those seeking 
to understand and help those on the verge of losing 
their faith. Before You Go goes beyond traditional apol-
ogetics to ask deeper questions about what lies behind 
one’s doubts and questioning of Christianity.”
—Uche Anizor, Associate Professor of Theology, 
Talbot School of Theology, author of How to
Read Theology

To alleviate a crisis, you must get to its source, not 
just treat the symptoms. Many say they are leaving 
the faith as the result of conscious intellectual doubts 
or relational hurts. But often, what’s driving the 
doubt is just outside of one’s conscious awareness. 
Unbeknownst to those struggling—and those trying 
to help them—these unconscious factors can be the 
actual source from which their doubt springs.

Before You Go is a diagnostic tool for addressing doubts. 
Rather than rehash surface-level apologetic answers, 
Marriott and Wicks dig deeper into overlooked factors 
that frequently are the real culprits when it comes 
to faith crisis. Find real hope for those struggling to 
maintain their faith and genuine help for those trying 
to prevent faith loss in those they love.

BEFORE YOU GO
Uncovering Hidden Factors in Faith Loss
John Marriott and Shawn Wicks

“Marriott and Wicks explore many of the underlying 
reasons why people lose faith. Yet Before You Go 
doesn’t just describe the problem; it offers practical 
wisdom for those of us who want to lovingly come 
alongside our friends and family members struggling 
with faith.”
—Sean McDowell, Associate Professor of 
Apologetics, Biola University, author of over twenty 
books, including So the Next Generation Will Know
and Evidence That Demands a Verdict
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March 2022 • 192pp • 5.5 x 8.25
PB 978-1-68426-491-9 • $15.99
eBook 978-1-68426-916-7 • $9.99

Jessica Herberger is an author 
and Bible teacher who comes alive 
at the intersection of faith, history, 
and liturgy. She is the author of 
Break Bread Together, and host of 
The Table—an online community 
gathered around the Word.

“Grounded in the Passion Narratives of the Gospels, 
Life Surrendered calls the reader to move from shallow 
believism to a radical expression of what it means to 
walk the Way of Jesus. . . Jessica Herberger has given 
us a gift, refocusing our eyes and hearts upon the free-
dom that comes to us by way of the Cross of Christ.”
—Terry Wardle, Founder, Healing Care Ministries, 
author of many books, including From Broken to Beloved

Daily stressors and large trials can make us think we 
need to manage life’s circumstances as they unfold. 
But this quest for control comes with hidden pressures 
and leaves us yearning for freedom and peace. Isn’t 
there another way we can live?

In Life Surrendered, Jessica Herberger takes you 
through the account of Good Friday, following Jesus 
from the garden to the grave. Combining memoir 
with biblical and historical accounts, she helps us see 
with clarity the freedom available to those willing to 
unclench their fists, lay down control, and truly die in 
a new way. For those grasping to control their lives, 
the events of Good Friday offer a detailed account of 
how, through surrender, we can live differently. Join 
Jessica and find the freedom that comes with releasing 
control and learn how your life can be filled with more 
peace, less stress, and greater faith.

LIFE SURRENDERED
Finding Freedom at the Cross
Jessica Herberger

“Each chapter offers a welcoming space for reflection 
and confession as we are invited to reconsider our per-
spective on what we value and what we hold dear.”
—Ronne Rock, long-road walker and author of
One Woman Can Change the World
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March 2022 • 208 pp • 6 x 9
PB 978-1-68426-032-4 • $15.99
eBook 978-1-68426-902-0 • $9.99

Catherine Bird is an author, 
speaker, and Bible teacher who is 
genuine and not without a sense of 
humor about her walk with Jesus. 
Throughout her ministry, Catherine 
has worked with women, teens, and 
tweens to encourage, empower, and 
equip each in their own journey
of faith.

“Resources like Living like a Girl of Grace are a 
godsend for those of us who want to guide our girls to 
deeper faith during these often tumultuous years.”
—Teri Lynn Underwood, founder of Prayers for 
Girls, author of Praying for Girls: Asking God for the 
Things They Need Most

In Living like a Girl of Grace, the second study in the 
Girls of Grace Bible study series, author Catherine 
Bird encourages moms and daughters to explore 
what it means to build and sustain Christ-centered 
relationships. Some of the toughest experiences we 
encounter as young girls (and moms, too) are a result 
of the people we choose as friends. How do you 
respond with grace to a bully? How do you cope with 
the loss of a friendship? What does it mean to put faith 
over fear and begin to live like the girl of grace God 
has designed and called you to be? Find out together 
through a fun and meaningful exploration of these life 
lessons in Catherine’s next study.

LIVING LIKE A GIRL OF GRACE
A Joint Bible Study About Relationships for 
Tween Girls and Their Moms
Catherine Bird

“This message that Catherine Bird shares with such 
urgency will fall deep into the souls of both daughter 
and mother as they search for other beautiful truths 
together that will encourage, challenge, and inspire 
them to live for more than just likes on a post.”
—Angela Ryg, author of Clutter Free Simplicity, 
contributor to A Moment to Breathe and CSB (in)courage 
Devotional Bible
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March 2022 • 192 pp • 5.5 x 8.25
PB 978-1-68426-400-1 • $15.99
eBook 978-1-68426-936-5 • $9.99

Abigail Alleman possesses ample 
experience cultivating spiritual 
formation in herself and others 
thanks to her twenty-five years as 
a spiritual mentor. She knows the 
world of mental illness intimately. 
Abigail’s journey toward hope 
informs how she approaches every 
aspect of her life, especially as a 
wife, mother, and writer.

“Few writers bring the kind of courage, honesty, and 
vulnerability to the page that Alleman generously 
offers us in every paragraph. . . . she has overcome her 
own fear, shame, and doubt, persevering to give hope 
and encouragement to others who are floundering
in darkness.”
—Michelle DeRusha, author of True You: Letting Go 
of Your False Self to Uncover the Person God Created

Abigail shares her journey through the mental illness 
that radically altered her life: bipolar disorder. 
After facing several near-death experiences and a 
tumultuous fallout from her initial diagnosis, she was 
left with little of the life she had known. With time, 
Abigail has found victory in her mind, but that has 
meant she has had to shift her views of herself, others, 
life, and God.

More than one woman’s story, A Million Skies is an 
invitation to understand mental illness in new ways. 
The reader who enters the pages of A Million Skies 
will find the author’s contagious courage, inspiring 
journey, and words of challenge compelling
them forward.

A MILLION SKIES
Secure In God’s Strength When Your
Mind Can’t Rest
Abigail Alleman

“A Million Skies is more than a book. It’s a victory 
march that will point you to the healing you’ve always 
hoped was possible.”
—Jennifer Dukes Lee, author of Growing Slow and 
It’s All Under Control
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April 2022 • 208 pp • 5.5 x 8.25
PB 978-1-68426-461-2 • $16.99
eBook 978-1-68426-931-0 • $9.99

John Mark Hicks has taught 
full time in higher education since 
1982 and is currently Professor of 
Theology at Lipscomb University in 
Nashville. He has taught in over 40 
states and 20 countries around the 
world. He has authored, coauthored, 
edited, or contributed to over 30 
books as well as contributing to both 
academic and popular journals.

“Hicks’s teaching on, and more importantly, modeling 
of a theological reading of Scripture is essential for 
our time. . . . I have found his work, to which I have 
returned again and again, as useful and compelling 
for churches in West Africa as it is for churches in the 
Bible Belt.”
—Nathan Bills, lecturer and Ag Head of the
Department of Theology, Heritage Christian College, 
Accra, Ghana

Scripture shares a basic story, from God’s first creative 
act in the beginning to its final scene—the renewal 
of all creation as a new heaven and earth. Around the 
Bible in 80 Days offers you an accessible guide to the 
Bible’s high points that can enrich your faith and 
help you better understand God’s overall redemptive 
story. On this 80-day excursion, join master teacher 
John Mark as he encourages you to reflect deeply on 
specific Scriptures and what they say about God’s 
unfolding drama. Each short section ends with prayer 
and meditative questions that can help you better 
understand God and yourself.

AROUND THE BIBLE IN 80 DAYS
The Story of God from Creation to
New Creation
John Mark Hicks

“Finally, here we have a brilliant daily devotional that 
affirms the goodness of creation, clarifies the forward 
thrust of the biblical story as God’s purpose to redeem 
the world, and celebrates the new creation achieved 
through the coming of Jesus the Messiah!”
—J. Richard Middleton, professor of Biblical 
Worldview and Exegesis, Northeastern Seminary at 
Roberts Wesleyan College, Boston, MA
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May 2022 • 112 pp • 6 x 9 
PB 978-1-68426-261-8 • $12.99
eBook 978-1-68426-890-0 • $9.99

Gary Holloway is the past 
Executive Director of the World 
convention of Churches of Christ. 
Prior to that, he taught spiritual 
formation at Lipscomb University 
in Nashville. Holding degrees from 
Freed-Hardeman, Harding, the 
University of Texas, and Emory 
University, Dr. Holloway has 
written or edited over thirty books, 
including several volumes in the 
Meditative Commentary Series.

“Holloway helps us explore the Psalms as a guide 
for lament, thanksgiving, praise, and celebration. I 
enthusiastically recommend his book, especially for 
small groups and spiritual formation retreats.”
—Sara G. Barton, Pepperdine University Chaplain

The psalms are the hymnbook of Israel and the 
church, revealing how we experience the shape of 
grief, thankfulness, repentance, remembrance, and 
future hope. We need these words to survive in
our world.

Psalms: Hymns of God’s People is an invitation to hear 
God’s voice in personal daily Bible study as well as in 
communal readings with fellow believers. Join Dr. 
Holloway and begin to grow in your ability to meditate 
on the psalms. Learn to bring your requests to the 
heart of God and develop your relationship with Jesus. 
Allow the Spirit to give language to your cries for 
justice and concerns about the brokenness of
our world.

PSALMS: HYMNS OF GOD’S PEOPLE
A Meditative Commentary on
the Old Testament
Gary Holloway

“Gary Holloway’s Meditative Commentary on Psalms, 
comes as a much needed gift to the fragmented church 
in America. Holloway approaches the Psalms by using 
the spiritual practice of Lectio Divina. He skillfully 
uses this method to transfer God’s Word written on 
ancient tablets of stones to the written Word on living 
hearts made of flesh.”
—Dr. Jerry Andrew Taylor, Associate Professor of 
Bible, Missions, and Ministry; Founding Director of 
the Carl Spain Center on Race Studies and
Spiritual Action
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June 2022 • 352 pp • 6 x 9
PB 978-1-68426-022-5 • $24.99
eBook 978-1-68426-903-7 • $9.99

Richard T. Hughes is Scholar in 
Residence, Center for Christianity 
and Scholarship, Lipscomb 
University.

“Few historians have deepened our understanding of 
American religion more than Richard Hughes. This 
book speaks volumes to the present political, religious, 
and racial landscape. A must-read.”
—Joe Creech, director, Lilly Fellows Program

Richard Hughes shares his life-long quest to make 
sense of three exclusivist narratives. First, the church 
of his youth claimed it was the one true church, 
outside of which there was no salvation. Second, he 
absorbed equally exclusivist assumptions that claimed 
the United States was God’s chosen people—a 
nation called to enlighten and redeem all humankind. 
And third, Hughes discovered embedded within 
himself and his nation the pervasive notion of White 
supremacy. While these three claims defined the 
world of his youth, Hughes came to see that none 
of them squared with the teachings of the Christian 
faith. Through personal stories and penetrating 
analysis, Hughes offers a behind-the-scenes tour of 
his scholarship, and the clear and compelling vocation 
that has fueled his life’s work.

THE GRACE OF
TROUBLESOME QUESTIONS
Vocation, Restoration, and Race
Richard T. Hughes

“This book is a genuine treasure! Always the master of 
his subject, Hughes invariably thinks outside the box. 
To top it off, Hughes is a superb communicator who 
delivers his insights in beautiful, clear prose.”
—Grant Underwood, Richard L. Evans Chair of 
Religious Understanding, Brigham Young University

Sections:
1 - Called by Troublesome Questions
2 - Called by a Book —Making   
       Sense of the Restoration Vision
3 - Called by the Upside-Down     
       Kingdom of God
4 - Called to Question—the      
       Restoration Vision, Innocence,
       and Race
5 - The People Who Issued the            
       Many Calls that Shaped my 
       Vocation
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July 2022 • 297 pp • 6 x 9
PB 978-1-68426-152-9 • $27.99
eBook 978-1-68426-888-7 • $9.99

J. Caleb Clanton is University 
Research Professor and professor of 
philosophy at Lipscomb University.

Kraig Martin is associate professor 
of philosophy in the College of Bible 
and Ministry at Harding University.

“We owe a great debt to the editors for putting 
together such a fine work of scholarship and bringing 
the world of contemporary philosophy into serious 
conversation with particular expressions of the 
Christian faith.”
—Frederick D. Aquino, professor of theology and 
philosophy, Abilene Christian University, Graduate 
School of Theology

God & Morality in Christian Traditions explores a 
wide range of philosophical issues including the 
metaphysical foundations of morality, the Fall and its 
implications, and how faith can affect one’s ability 
to discern obligations. Also included is a robust 
treatment of how vice and virtue shape one’s ethical 
life, as well as a timely discussion of how people can 
address deep moral disagreement in a pluralistic 
society. This volume highlights perspectives drawn 
from the natural law tradition, divine command 
theory, and virtue ethics, among other theoretical 
frameworks. Along the way, the authors provide 
salient insights on metaethics, moral epistemology, 
character development, and applied ethics. Scholars 
and students will benefit from this carefully edited and 
rigorously argued collection of essays.

GOD & MORALITY IN
CHRISTIAN TRADITIONS
New Essays on Christian Moral Philosophy
J. Caleb Clanton, and Kraig Martin

Other Contributors:
Ch. 1 - Francis J. Beckwith
Ch. 2 - Christopher Tollefsen
Ch. 3 - J. Caleb Clanton, and
             Kraig Martin
Ch. 4 - Janine Marie Idziak
Ch. 5 - C. Stephen Evans
Ch. 6 - Daniel Bonevac
Ch. 7 - Blake McAllister 
Ch. 8 - Michael Beaty
Ch. 9 - Mac S. Sandlin
Ch. 10 - J. Aaron Simmons
Ch. 11 - Brandon Dahm



“Pastor Dicks leads us through the process of dealing with 
adversity using the story of Jesus’s triumphal entry into 

Jerusalem through his death and resurrection.
His perspective offers the reader an opportunity to see 

adversity a new light.”
PASTOR MIKE FLANIGAN

Holy Cross Episcopal Church,
Simpsonville, SC

“In this book, not only will Pastor Dicks provide you incredible 
insight to overcome and thrive amid adversity but will give you 

the tools to identify and classify the adversity you are facing. 
This is a needed work in the times we are living in.”

REV. DR. CHARLES E. GOODMAN JR.
Senior Pastor, Tabernacle Baptist Church,

Augusta, GA

“Dicks masterfully leads an extraordinary excavation as he 
ingeniously unearths an age-old conundrum—Purpose!

Truly, a remarkable read and one happily perused.”
APOSTLE STACY GLOVER

Presiding Prelate, F.L.O.W. Ministries,
Latta, SC
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“Page after page, the reader is drawn in until the wounds
of their life experience healing. Thank you for the crushing

that you’ve experienced so that we can receive the oil
from your life.”

BISHOP CARL D. PARROTT
Senior Pastor of Rhema Word Restoration Ministries,

Presiding Prelate, T.R.U.E. Fellowship
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July 2022 • 192 pp • 5.5 x 8.25
PB 978-1-68426-451-3 • $15.99
eBook 978-1-68426-932-7 • $9.99

Anthony A. Dicks, Jr. is the 
Senior Pastor and founder of Mount 
Zion Church in Greenville, SC. He 
has spent over two decades leading 
in ministry. His diverse ministry 
background as a charismatic pastor, 
who is Lutheran seminary trained, 
and a son of a Baptist pastor, gives 
him a unique perspective on life and 
leadership in the church.

“Trendsetter, trailblazer, and torchbearer! Dr. Dicks 
shares the timeless truths that adversity has taught 
him and how these principles have transformed his 
life. His ability to explain the advantages of adversity is 
beyond outstanding and promises to be the difference 
maker in the lives of those who read this [book].”
—Rev. Dr. Emory Berry Jr., Senior Pastor,
Greenforest Community Baptist Church, Decatur, GA

Too often we avoid what Jesus clearly pursued. Pastor 
Dicks unlocks the mystery of holy hardships, arming 
readers with wisdom and revelation to embrace 
what they’ve been trying desperately to escape; the 
advantage of adversity.

Holy hardship is cross-shaped adversity you can’t 
avoid or ignore. The experience can change you for the 
better, but you must handle your hardship like Jesus 
handled his. Based on his own journey through a dark 
season of personal adversity, Pastor Dicks provides 
perspective on the passion of Christ, showing you how 
to handle your hardship and grow closer to Jesus. You 
can do more than survive your trouble. Holy Hardship 
will convince you that you can thrive because of it. 
Through this book you’ll learn how to: 

• Get the most out of adversity without it getting 
the best of you.

• Initiate holy acts in hostile environments.
• Give up without quitting. 
• Identify the people you need on your side in high 

pressure situations.
• Handle six types of adversaries. 
• Pray during tough times.  
• Thrive after adversity.

HOLY HARDSHIP
How Jesus Turns Your Adversity
Into An Advantage
Anthony A. Dicks, Jr.
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August 2022 • 201 pp • 5.5 x 8.25
PB 978-1-68426-501-5 • $15.99
eBook 978-1-68426-906-8 • $9.99

Kaitlin Garrison is an author, 
speaker, songwriter, women’s 
ministry leader, and second grade 
teacher who loves sharing about the 
grace of God through many creative 
outlets. She is passionate about the 
next generation of women knowing 
the truth of the gospel so it can set 
them free to know Jesus and follow 
him with their lives. Kaitlin lives 
with her fiery, red-headed husband, 
Lance, in a small town in New 
Mexico with their two dogs.

“The struggle to ‘do enough’ and ‘be enough’ for God 
has been the reality of my life over the years. Sweet 
Relief puts words to this tension we can all face and 
reveals the one thing we’ve been missing all along—
the love of Jesus!”
—Ruth Schwenk, coauthor of Trusting God in All the 
Things and founder of TheBetterMom.com

There are many areas in life where we strive to be 
enough: jobs, relationships, personal disciplines—the 
list goes on. In a culture that celebrates and encourages 
a work-to-earn mentality, it is no surprise that this 
same, formulaic pattern has bled into our faith. It 
is easy to become trapped in the exhausting cycle of 
trying to be good enough for God. But God is not after 
our well-polished performance but rather our full 
assurance in the sufficiency of his Son!

As a longtime church gal, Kaitlin knows the struggle 
of feeling caught in a perpetual lifestyle of trying to 
please God and others through outward behavior. In 
Sweet Relief, Kaitlin tackles four prevalent false gospels 
that can keep us stuck in our cycles of striving. She 
reintroduces us to the simple gospel that banks on 
the grace of God rather than our own sufficiency. The 
reader will walk away confident that their standing 
with God is not centered on the good things they can 
do for him but on the finished work of Jesus who has 
already won it all on their behalf.

We aren’t perfect people. We can exhale when we 
don’t measure up. Because our hope is not in what we 
do but in the reality that he is enough.

SWEET RELIEF
How The Gospel Frees Us 
From a Life of Striving
Kaitlin Garrison
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“This vibrant storyteller recounts the exhausting journey that 
millions of women—and also men like my two coendorsers—
have felt trapped in. Invest a few hours with Kaitlin Garrison 

and you may well experience Sweet Relief the rest of your life.”
BRITTANY SAWREY

Director of Content, Trueface; author of Two Roads,
Crazy Making, and Healing Relationships

ROBBY ANGLE
President, Trueface; author of The Cure for Groups

DR. BRUCE MCNICOL
President Emeritus, Trueface; coauthor of The Cure

“Drawing on stories from her own life and wise biblical insight, 
Kaitlin is waking us up to the freedom we were created. If 

you are a lifelong Christian who keeps wondering if there is 
something more, you will find the answer in these pages.”

SHARON HODDE MILLER
author of Nice: Why We Love to Be Liked

and How God Calls Us to More

“This book is like savoring a warm cup of coffee with a friend. 
Kaitlin speaks straight to the heart of the try-hard life and 

points you to Christ who did all the work required. Her words 
will challenge, encourage, and cheer you on as you rest in the 

freedom of the gospel.”
MICHELLE RABON

author of Holy Mess
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September 2022 • 272 pp • 6 x 9 • HC 978-1-68426-231-1  $27.99 • eBook 978-1-68426-951-8  $22.99

“The Transforming Word [series] 
demonstrates steady scholarship in service of 
the church. Leaders in every congregation, 
especially Bible teachers and small group 
leaders, will want it within easy reach in the 
Bible study aids section of their bookshelf.”
—William R. Baker, Editor of the 
Stone-Campbell Journal Professor of New 
Testament, Hope International University

God reveals his true nature in the first five books of the 
Bible.

While the broader story of the Bible is known to many 
Christians, careful readers of the Pentateuch still have many 
questions. The origin story of the Jewish nation is one of 
hardship and loss. The Transforming Word will encourage you
to examine the Scriptures and discover the God who sustains 
everything.

Volume 1, The Pentateuch:
From Genesis to Deuteronomy

Volume 2, Stories and Songs:
From Joshua to Song of Songs

The nation of Israel tells its story of the rise of kings not once 
but twice (Joshua–2 Kings, 1–2 Chronicles); and during this 
period, they wrote Psalms and gathered together their wise 
sayings. Then, plunged into the darkness of exile, they had
to discover again who God was and what kind of life he 
called them to live. In the same way, Christians read these 
texts today for what they share about a promised Messiah 
and how they explain what life with God looks like in all its 
complexity.
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THE TRANSFORMING WORD,
REVISED EDITION
Mark W. Hamilton, General Editor

Mark W. Hamilton holds the Onstead 
Chair in the College of Biblical Studies at 
Abilene Christian University, where he 
serves as professor of Old Testament.
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Volume 3, The Prophets:
From Isaiah to Malachi

Explore God’s vision for a better world.

God’s people, sometimes near the king and the temple courts 
and at other times on the fringes of society, have always had 
their social critics. The prophets sought to call everyone 
back to God’s original design. One can’t know Jesus without 
hearing what the prophets were saying to the people.

Volume 4, Jesus and the Church:
Reading the Gospels and Acts

The life and work of Jesus Christ must not be overlooked.

Born under Roman occupation, Jesus lived his entire life 
without writing anything down. His earliest followers, 
the Christians that were shaped by his life and teachings, 
carefully recorded his words as good news. They also 
experienced his resurrection and believed that he had 
entrusted them with a mission to transform the world.

Volume 5, Letters to Early Churches:
From Romans to Revelation

See how the earliest Christians lived out their story.

As Christianity grew, Christians sought to support unity, 
communication, pastoral care, and teaching through letter 
writing. Volume 5 of the Transforming Word Series offers 
probing insight into the first century and its world, showing 
how you can apply this important portion of God’s Word to 
your daily life.
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“I loved every moment of reading the main text and could not 
wait to get to each new footnote. I laughed and held back tears 

as Carrie, with spirit-filled hope, took some of the hardest 
topics facing the Church today and graciously showed us

how Jesus, Love, & Tacos can fix it!”
ROSALYNN M. SMITH

Pastor of Mission & Adult Education at Mosaic Church Austin,
and author of A Prayer for Baby: A 40-Week Pregnancy Daily Devotional

“Like queso oozing off your nachos, joy and encouragement 
drip from the pages of this book. I smiled the whole way 
through it. Carrie Stephens reminds us all that what we

really crave comes from Jesus alone.”
HEATHER CREEKMORE

author of Compared to Who? and The Burden of Better,
podcast host, and amateur Mexican food critic

“In Jesus, Love, & Tacos, Carrie Stephens invites us to a deeper 
understanding of ourselves and God. Through her vulnerable 

stories about her life and insights about communing with Jesus, 
Carrie shows us all what a spirit-filled life can be.”

SHANE BLACKSHEAR
author of Go and Do: Nine Axioms on Peacemaking

& Transformation from the Life of John Perkins

“Dicks masterfully leads an extraordinary excavation as he 
ingeniously unearths an age-old conundrum—Purpose!

Truly, a remarkable read and one happily perused.”
APOSTLE STACY GLOVER
Presiding Prelate, F.L.O.W. Ministries,

Latta, SC
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Carrie Stephens, lives in the 
taco-rich city of Austin, Texas, 
with her husband, Morgan, and 
their four incredible children. After 
serving as campus ministers for ten 
years at the University of Texas, 
Carrie and Morgan have led Mosaic 
Church, a richly diverse community 
of faith, since 2009. Her first 
nonfiction book, Holy Guacamole, 
was released in February 2020. You 
can read more of Carrie’s writing at 
carriestephensauthor.com.

“Once again, my friend, Carrie Stephens, has mixed 
her witty writing with deep insights on the church and 
the power of community. She serves up this fun read 
at a time when all of us could use a plate of tacos and 
truth that leave the heart fed and challenged!”
—Lynette Lewis, TEDx speaker, business 
consultant, author of Climbing the Ladder in Stilettos

Carrie Stephens offers words of hope from the heart 
of God in Jesus, Love, & Tacos as she uses vibrant 
metaphors and comical self-deprecation to tell the 
story of lordship, community, and mission. These 
three ancient values will offer you help and hope as 
they shape your spiritual life, define how to gather in 
unity, and lead you to God’s missional love in action.

In the face of fear, sickness, and increasing 
polarization, Carrie provides a fresh encounter with 
the lordship of Jesus to right-size your expectations 
and transform your view of your life.

By looking at the example of the early church, 
you’ll find your- self brave enough to swallow your 
insecurities and forge ahead into the sometimes-
painful world of the Church where healing and life 
happen through God’s faithfulness.

In this world of never-ending suffering and neediness, 
recon-sider the call to missional living afresh. Living 
with a mission will reinvigorate your connection to 
God and others, where you’ll find unexpected meaning 
and surprising opportunities. When you reach for the 
plates of truth and grace offered in these pages, you’ll 
reconnect with a God beyond your comprehension 
who is intimately involved in the details of your life.

JESUS, LOVE, & TACOS
A Spicy Take on Salvation,
Community, and Mission
Carrie Stephens
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Sarah Geringer is an author, 
speaker, podcaster, artist, creative 
coach, and book launch manager. 
She is a fifth-generation resident 
of southeast Missouri, where 
she enjoys living with her three 
teens and two Labrador retrievers 
She writes and speaks about 
finding peace in God’s Word at 
sarahgeringer.com.

“I welcomed Sarah Geringer’s beautiful reflections 
on praying while she walks in Hidden Manna on a 
Country Road. This mindful practice is a powerful way 
to notice the beauty of creation around us, to put our 
own struggles into perspective, to see needs for prayer 
around us, and to allow God’s peace to settle over our 
souls.”
—Janet Holm McHenry, national speaker and 
author of 24 books, including the best-selling 
PrayerWalk and her newest, The Complete Guide to the 
Prayers of Jesus

Prayer can be an intimidating mystery, even when 
we have practiced our faith for years. Yet God has 
hidden prayer prompts for us in nature, right outside 
our doors. These simple treasures can inspire deep 
connections with God as you uncover their spiritual 
truths. 

Sarah Geringer discovered many prayer prompts in 
nature during the worldwide pandemic. On walks 
with her beloved dog Memphis, she spotted reasons 
to pray scattered all around her, like the manna God 
provided for Israel’s sustenance in the wilderness. 
His loving provision of connections via nature lifted 
her faith during that challenging time. The metaphors 
she discovered will inspire your own prayers, whether 
you live in the country or city. The beautiful truths 
you encounter will sustain your faith through all four 
seasons of the year.

HIDDEN MANNA ON A
COUNTRY ROAD
Seeing God’s Daily Provision All Around Us
Sarah Geringer
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“With her dog’s leash in hand and a gravel road underfoot, 
Sarah Geringer grounds her readers in the concrete and the 

physical—then transports us to the world of the Spirit. With 
refreshing candor, Hidden Manna on a Country Road applies 
biblical truth to the harsh realities of life on broken ground.”

MICHELE MORIN
Bible teacher, writer, reader, and

gardener who blogs at Living Our Days

“As I read Sarah’s beautiful words, I was often reminded
that all things have been created through God and for him.

Each short chapter is a vivid word picture of God’s provision 
and goodness. These images will stay with me, serving as

prayer prompts.”
DAWN KLINGE

author of the Historic Hotels Collection:
Sorrento Girl, Biltmore Girl, and Palmer Girl

“Hidden Manna on a Country Road is an invitation to slow our 
rhythms, disengage from the hurried pace of our everyday 

spaces, and connect with God in the cathedral of his created 
world. Sarah’s inspired words replenished my spirit and 

reminded me of the power of stepping into nature and leaning 
into the Creator’s love.”

STACEY PARDOE
author of Flourish in the Fire and Mornings with Jesus,

founder of Encountering God in the Ordinary
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“Taylor’s tender heart for those who are suffering has led her 
to write a breathtakingly beautiful invitation to know God more 

intimately. Dripping with both Scripture and vulnerability, 
Stop Saying I’m Fine will reach the hidden places of your heart 

and soul and provide a sturdy handhold on your journey to 
deeper healing and freedom.”

ELIZABETH TROTTER
author of Serving Well, editor-in-chief of the

missions website A Life Overseas

“Taylor Murray recounts the struggle with anxiety and 
anorexia that led her to reject self-sufficiency and embrace the 
grace of the cross. She invites readers to think deeply about the 
roots of our need to be ‘fine,’ even when we’re not. Her honest 

and hopeful story highlights the goodness of God in our pain 
and lights the way for others in today’s

challenging environment.”
STEVE RICHARDSON

President, Pioneers-USA

“This book is a gift of jagged edges. It’s a gift because many 
of us don’t know how to process our deepest pain, but Taylor 

walks it with dignity, honesty, and courage. This is a beautifully 
raw distillation of what it means to daily choose to walk back to 

Jesus and the arms he keeps open.”
DR. MARY LOWE

Online Associate Dean, Liberty University, School of Divinity
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Taylor Joy Murray is a familiar 
writer and speaker in the missions 
world and serves young adults in 
the areas of soul care and spiritual 
formation. Her first book, Hidden 
in My Heart (BottomLine Media, 
2013), which gives words to the 
often-unexpressed experiences 
and emotions of missionary kids, 
was published when she was just 
fourteen years old. She currently 
lives in Lynchburg, Virginia, where 
she is completing her master’s 
degree in Clinical Mental
Health Counseling.

“For anyone who struggles with anxiety and has 
experienced the pain of feeling misunderstood or 
judged by fellow believers, Taylor’s heartfelt words 
will be a soothing balm to their soul as she becomes 
the friend to lead them out of their darkness.”
—Tracie Miles, author and Writing Coach

What if “I’m fine” is the language that the wounded 
heart speaks?

Many of us have become experts at pretending we’re 
fine. Our shiny social media feeds and skin-deep 
smiles certainly give off a happy illusion. But we are 
not fine. Taylor has heard countless stories from her 
generation of our fetal positions on cold tile floors, 
immobilized by anxiety. She personally knows this 
place well. At eighteen, she too found herself in 
an anxiety-induced fetal position behind a locked 
bathroom stall, wondering, “What did Jesus mean 
when he promised me full life?”

Stop Saying I’m Fine is a generational call to honesty, 
healing, and a spiritual hunger that defies superficial 
Christianity. We’ll dig beneath the bedrock of our 
anxiety into the pain of our experiences, and together 
we’ll learn how to connect to the stillness that exists 
beneath the chaos, finding that the wholeness and 
healing we long for isn’t as distant as it may seem.

• For the young adult who feels trapped inside    
their anxiety

• For the parent or caregiver who aches                    
to understand

• For the wounded heart that can’t seem to move on
• For the weary one who has tried and failed a 

thousand other ways

STOP SAYING I’M FINE
Finding Stillness When 
Anxiety Screams
Taylor Joy Murray
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Dyron Daughrity, professor of 
religion at Pepperdine University, is 
the authorof many books and articles 
in the field of comparative religion. 
He researches and teaches in various 
fields such as Indian religions, global 
Christianity, and urban studies and 
he travels extensively to teach and to 
conduct ethnographic research.

“Dyron Daughrity is in his own right a distinguished 
scholar of religion and of religions worldwide. He 
is also a clear and persuasive writer who has given 
serious thought to making his text both usable and 
approachable. The result is a highly user-friendly text, 
which gains greatly from excellent illustrations.”
—Philip Jenkins, Distinguished Professor of 
History, Institute for Studies of Religion,
Baylor University

Religion is at the very heart of most human societies. 
It is hard to overstate religion’s role in organizing 
and inspiring human societies. Whether in the realm 
of politics, culture, social organization, or individual 
expression, religion’s impact is unmistakable, and 
often misunderstood.

More than One is a new text with beautiful photos 
throughout that encourage readers to experience 
the powerful diversity of the world’s religions. After 
surveying indigenous religious communities and 
ancient cultures, the book provides full treatment 
on the religions of Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism, 
Sikhism, Daoism, Confucianism, Shintoism, and 
Zoroastrianism. Turning to the monotheistic faiths of 
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, the book elucidates 
what has led to these religions’ vast and global rise 
across world civilizations. The concluding chapter 
delineates the emergence of new alternative religions, 
the rise of irreligion, and issues around secularization 
in the modern world.

Readers seeking to understand the cultural practices 
and key beliefs of other people will appreciate this 
balanced, informed, and richly illustrated text. Key 
vocabulary terms are highlighted to identify important 
concepts, places, and people.

MORE THAN ONE
An Introduction to World Religions
Dyron Daughrity

Table of Contents:
Ch. 1 - Why Study Religion?
Ch. 2 - Indigenous Religions
Ch. 3 - Hinduism
Ch. 4 - Jainism
Ch. 5 - Buddhism
Ch. 6 - Sikhism
Ch. 7 - Daoism and Confucianism
Ch. 8 - Shintoism
Ch. 9 - Zoroastrianism
Ch. 10 - Judaism
Ch. 11 - Christianity
Ch. 12 - Islam
Ch. 13 - Alternative Religion
               and Irreligion



“Dyron Daughrity is a scholar of enormous energy, skill, and 
thoughtfulness. The lucid prose and colorful illustrations of 
this book make it an enjoyable introduction to the study of 

world religions. It draws from Daughrity’s vast experience and 
accomplishments as a teacher and a scholar of religion.”

CHANDRA MALLAMPALLI
Professor of History, Westmont College

“More than One is a feast for the eyes and a challenge to
the soul, portraying the world’s great faiths in all their color, 

diversity, and sacred energy. . .  One especially valuable feature 
of this book is its focus on how religious faiths interact and 

draw on each other, both in the past and even
more so in the present.”

JOEL CARPENTER
Nagel Institute for the Study of World Christianity, Calvin University
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“In Lovin’ with Grit and Grace, Ronne poignantly writes about 
her personal experience with remarriage after loss and shares 

biblical wisdom along with practical tips that leave readers 
with a roadmap to keep your marriage strong through life’s 
unexpected storms. . . . Married people at any stage of their 

relationship will benefit greatly from this book.”
ASHLEY WILLIS

author of Peace Pirates

“What a wonderful addition to the Grit and Grace series! Not 
only did I find value in the content and thought provoking 

questions sprinkled throughout the book, but I greatly 
appreciate the honest perspectives of both Jess and her husband 

Ryan when tackling the challenging topics that can greatly 
impact a marriage. Jess has a gift for writing and storytelling 
that is relatable—I was feeling the humor, frustration, and 

love with every word.”
LAURIE HELLMANN

author of Welcome to My Life: A Personal Parenting Journey through Autism,
and host of Living the Sky Life podcast

“Jess Ronne is one of the most inspiring human beings on 
planet earth, and her story will forever change your perspective 
in positive and practical ways. This book isn’t just an incredible 
marriage resource; it’s an irresistible invitation to embrace all 

aspects of life with more grit and grace.”
DAVE WILLIS

coauthor of The Naked Marriage and cohost of
The Naked Marriage podcast
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LOVIN’ WITH GRIT & GRACE
Straight-Talk About Romance, Sex, Fun,
and the Tough Stuff Too
Jessica Ronne

Jessica Ronne is an author, 
speaker, podcast host of Coffee 
with Caregivers, and advocate. She 
is founder and executive director 
of The Lucas Project—a nonprofit 
dedicated to providing recognition, 
resources, and respite for special 
needs families. She and her husband 
Ryan live in Michigan with their 
eight children. Her story of beauty 
from ashes has been shared on 
The Today Show, Daily Mail, and 
Huffington Post and is detailed in her 
memoir Sunlight Burning at Midnight.

Jess and Ryan blended their families after losing 
their spouses to cancer in 2010. In Lovin’ with Grit 
and Grace, they offer a his-and-hers perspective 
on this unexpected marital journey with their eight 
children, seven of whom have lost a parent, including 
their eighteen-year-old son Lucas who is profoundly 
disabled. They address many tough topics, like grief, 
addictions, and intimacy, with a vulnerable honesty 
that is a breath of fresh air in an age when most would 
rather avoid these difficult issues, with the topics 
following the acronym HIS/HERS:

“Lovin’ with Grit and Grace is an invitation to vul-
nerability, honesty, and hope for couples who long 
for a marriage that is more than wedding rings and 
well-rehearsed vows. Jess holds nothing back in this 
intimate look at everything from sleep and secrets to 
sex and solitude.””
—Ronne Rock, author of One Woman Can
Change the World

• Health
• Intimacy
• Sex

• Household tasks
• Excitement
• Romance
• Spirituality

Many of their personal stories offer a lesson learned, 
a tried-and-true recipe that applies to the situation, 
and questions or takeaways for the reader to consider; 
but above all else, they explain why a love like theirs is 
worth celebrating and fighting for.
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Brittany Estes has been coaching 
and championing women for over 
ten years. She is a professional and 
certified life coach who has worked 
in large churches utilizing her skills. 
She is also wife to her high school 
sweetheart and mother to seven 
children, two through adoption. 
Days are filled with dance parties, 
confetti, and all the coffee. Brittany 
is not your normal mom or pastor’s 
wife. She is also a tattooed, pink-
haired, firecracker of a woman 
who speaks her mind and cannot 
be tamed. The freedom she lives in 
drives her mission to help everyone 
she meets.

FLIP THE SCRIPT
Make Your Move From Broken 
to Brilliant
Brittany Estes

Negative, broken, lie-filled sentences fill your head as 
you work, play, and go about your life. These scripts 
are sidelining you, maligning you, harming you.
What if there were another way? What if your life 
didn’t have to be defined by what others say? Or even 
by what you say to yourself over and over? What if 
you knew that beauty and life are yours to be found 
and you finally danced in the freedom that awaits 
you? There is more for you, friend—so much more. 
You can learn how to silence all the negative scripts so 
you can hear the One who really matters and live the 
exuberant, positive life meant for you. In this book, 
you’ll finally uncover the scripts that have broken you
down. The great news is that you are never broken 
beyond repair. Learn how God gently collects all 
your broken pieces and puts them back together as 
you retrain your mind to think differently about your 
situation, God, and your world.

“The brilliance of this book is that it calls out the com-
mon narratives that are dampening our joy and hin-
dering our growth, and empowers us to write a new 
story — a story of truth that leads to peace. If you’re 
ready to start flipping the script on some unhelpful 
narratives in your life, this book is for you!”
—Nicole Zasowski, Marriage and family therapist 
and author of What If It’s Wonderful?

“Brittany is the best friend every girl has longed for. 
Her way with words in Flip the Script will bring you to 
tears and challenge you; but also inspire and encourage 
you to see the true beauty God created you to specifi-
cally be.”
—Danielle Busby, star of TLC’s OutDaughtered
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“Brittany Estes is the coach, big sister, and best friend we all 
need. This book will make you laugh out loud and stand up and 

cheer all in one chapter. Equal parts powerful and personal, 
Flip the Script is the anthem of a generation of women who 

speak truth over ourselves, know our worth, 
and won’t settle for less.”

GRACE VALENTINE
author of Am I Enough?

“When I hear Brittany teach, when I read her words, I want 
to keep moving. I want to get going. I want to stand up, live 

boldly, and not quit. This generation needs her words and her 
leadership, in Jesus’ name.”

JESS CONNOLLY
bestselling author of nine books, including You Are The Girl For The Job

“Brittany’s honest reflections will make you pause and examine 
the thoughts that have been holding you back and give you 

permission to take them before the Lord and find freedom in
Scripture. . . . Brittany makes you feel like you are not alone, 

and she walks hand-in-hand with you through her messy, 
vulnerable stories to have the confidence to revisit your own 

shame cycles and reclaim the negative beliefs
with grace-filled ones.”

BAILEY T. HURLEY
author of Together is a Beautiful Place
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“This read is biblical, honest, wise, memorable, and well 
worth savoring. Whitney brings insight to our deep longings 
exampled often in social media and beckons us to meekness, 

drawing especially on the lives of Moses, Paul, and Jesus. 
She does it with a humility that is fitting to the theme of this 

excellent book, and I must say, it is evident in how she lives.”
RHYS STENNER

Senior Pastor of New Hope Baptist Church, South Metro Atlanta, 
and author of If in Doubt 

“Whitney Akin captures the unspoken thoughts of so many 
women who seek what feels elusive and puts into words what 
I’ve struggled to speak aloud. Deftly weaving biblical truth, 

cultural observations, and her own story, Akin will meet you in 
your hiding place and invite you to live seen by the

One who matters most.”
GLYNNIS WHITWER

author, Executive Director of Communications, Proverbs 31 Ministries

“With transparency and transformative perspective, Overlooked 
encourages readers to lift their gaze from the mire of feeling 

unseen to meet the eyes of El Roi, the God who sees. Whitney’s 
intuitive, gospel-infused writing style will challenge and inspire 

you to walk in this truth: you are not overlooked.”
TRUDY CATHY WHITE

Ambassador, Chick-fil-A, Inc.
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Whitney Akin is an author and 
speaker. Her heart is to see and 
celebrate the purpose and potential 
of the overlooked and invite them 
to live seen by the God who loves 
them. Whitney’s writing has been 
featured in The Joyful Life Magazine, 
(in)courage, Her View From Home,
and more. Whitney lives outside 
Atlanta, Georgia, with her husband, 
Eli, and their three (crazy) 
beautiful kids.

OVERLOOKED
Finding Your Worth When 
You Feel All Alone
Whitney Akin

While most of us don’t want to admit it, we crave 
attention. Our social media–obsessed society is proof 
that people everywhere want to be seen. But this 
self-promoting system leaves many women feeling 
overlooked. In Overlooked, Whitney Akin helps you
discover how the human need for attention and 
approval is God’s intentional design and encourages 
you to live seen by the God who loves you. Overlooked 
guides you into a deeper understanding of El Roi, the 
God Who Sees, through the stories of Hagar, Moses, 
Paul, and Jesus by uncovering the transformative 
power of living each day in the attention of a holy 
God. Overlooked offers practical ways to implement 
a lifestyle of living seen characterized by confidence, 
meekness, obedience, and a gospel perspective. You’ll 
learn how to use these characteristics to interact with 
humility and strength in the real, and digital, world 
around you. When you feel forgotten and unseen, 
Overlooked will help you . . .

• Discover why longing to be seen doesn’t make you 
a narcissist.

• Get real about the ways social media is hard on 
your heart.

• Tap into the true source of the attention and 
approval you long for.

“Overlooked is for every woman who feels unseen and 
undervalued. With transparency, vulnerability and 
practical truths from God’s Word, Whitney offers help 
to process hurt in healthy ways, combat the lies of the 
enemy, and walk confidently in Christ. A must read 
for anyone who longs to experience the joy of living 
chosen and cherished by the God who sees.”
—Ginger Hubbard, best-selling author of Don’t 
Make Me Count to Three and co-host of the Parenting 
with Ginger Hubbard podcast.
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Christy Boulware is first a 
passionate follower of Christ. She 
is also wife to a hunky man named 
Troy and mom of three beautiful 
children. With a deep desire to set 
women and teens free from the 
chains of fear and anxiety, Christy 
founded and leads the nonprofit 
organization Fearless Unite. 
Through conferences, workshops, 
Bible studies, and devotionals, 
Christy speaks and writes about 
decreasing the alarming statistics of 
anxiety in our world.

NERVOUS BREAKTHROUGH
Finding Freedom from Feer and Anxiety
in a World that Feeds it
Christy Boulware

Fear and anxiety rage in our world—a weight we 
carry, producingprofound physical consequences. 
We hustle hard and strive more each day, our 
priorities mismatched with our Savior’s—struggling 
to surrender our lives to his will. We believe our 
superwoman tendencies are amazing when they 
are in fact alarming. What will it take to rock the 
boat enough to awaken our souls? A total nervous 
breakdown? A diagnosis of severe panic and anxiety 
disorder answered that question for Christy Boulware. 
Her fast-paced, highly driven, mis-prioritized life 
finally caught up with her. Eventually she went from 
being superwoman to staring at guns on her bedroom
floor. Through her journey to recovery, Christy 
learned how to overcome fear and anxiety in a world 
that feeds both emotions. Whether you’re on the 
verge of a breakdown, in the middle of one, or worried 
you’re headed toward one—this book will show you 
how a breakdown can lead to a breakthrough. We have 
wasted enough time living in fear; let’s start living
in freedom!

“Today adults and young people are facing a pandemic 
of anxiety. With the courage of a super woman, Chris-
ty shares that she is a fellow struggler. Her candid 
storytelling about her debilitating anxiety and her 
awesome breakthrough is liberating for anyone who 
dares to read her book. Christy shares principles that 
allow the reader to leave behind the suffocating chains 
of anxiety.”
—Jackie Kendall, best-selling author of Lady in 
Waiting and President of Power to Grow, Inc.
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“Nervous Breakthrough is a must read! Christy is honest, 
refreshing, and real. Though she shares her most vulnerable 
moments, Christy always points us back to Jesus. It’s evident 

she is passionate about helping people break free from crippling 
anxiety. Thankfully, in her book, she shares the necessary tools 

to move us from fear to freedom.”
LAUREN GAINES

psychologist, author and creator of Inspired Motherhood

“In Nervous Breakthrough, Christy pulls the curtain back on 
fear, anxiety, depression, and panic which are epidemic in our 

culture. With beautiful honesty, authenticity and sincerity, 
Christy shares her own painful journey. If you are struggling, 
or someone you love is struggling, this is a must read. Thank 
you Christy for your contribution to this complex subject.”

RON CATHCART
Lead pastor, 2Rivers Church



“I thoroughly enjoyed reading about the well-known parable of 
the prodigal son from a refreshingly unique perspective. From 
revelations about mission trips in Uganda to how faith impacts 
family relationships, the Prodigal honestly and transparently 

portrays the experiences of a man who wants others
to take this journey.”

DEON OSBORNE
managing editor for The Black Wall Street Times
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Greg Ross Taylor is a home
builder in Northeastern Oklahoma
and president of 1256Movement.
org. Taylor is author of several 
books, including a coauthored 
work with Randy Harris titled 
Living Jesus. He and his wife, Jill, 
have three adult children and a 
dachshund named Hershey.

PRODIGALS
Finding Home When 
We’ve Lost the Way
Greg Ross Taylor

Prodigals digs deeply into each line from Jesus’s 
famous parable about the prodigal son, inviting all 
readers—those down on their luck or high on their 
horse—to identify as prodigals. A prodigal is anyone 
who accepts they have a sinful human nature and turns 
toward the love of home, the place where we find a 
deeper relationship with God.

Rather than divide the world into prodigals and 
nonprodigals, Taylor invites readers to find themselves 
in the teaching of Jesus as either younger or elder 
siblings. The life-changing power of the book comes 
when readers begin to identify with the characters in
the story and join in the prayers and calls for 
transformation that conclude the chapters.

• Proceeds from the book will benefit
        1256movement.org.

• The author has lived and traveled internationally 
and relates the greatest parable Jesus ever told 
to his experiences across the United States and 
countries such as Israel, Uganda, the Netherlands, 
and Honduras.

• The author has set up an email account to receive 
prodigal stories from readers for possible inclusion 
in future editions of Prodigals:

        letters@prodigals.us.

“Greg somehow manages to both call out my natural 
older brother tendencies and reveal there’s more 
younger brother in me than I care to admit, while also 
challenging me to become more like the extravagant 
father who makes this story worth telling in
the first place.”
—Wade Hodges, Lead Minister, Greenville Oaks 
Church of Christ
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THE SEVENTY
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ONE THING
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professors page on our website
(www.acupressbooks.com) or email us 
at deskcopy@acupressbooks.com. One 
examination copy or desk copy may be 
requested per professor per course. ACU 
Press reserves the right to refuse an 
examination or desk copy request.

To be eligible for credit, books must 
be clean, saleable, and still in print. 
Full credit will be issued for returns 
accompanied by a copy of the original 
invoice up to one year after the date on the 
invoice. Without the invoice, credit will 
be applied at our maximum discount level. 
Shortages and defective books must be 
reported within 30 days of invoice date.

Books listed in this catalog are sold to 
retail booksellers at trade discounts 
except for those marked with an S (short 
discount) immediately following the price. 
Email us at orders@acupressbooks.com or 
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NOTE: All prices, publication dates, and 
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an order.
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